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A Frequency-Adaptive Multi-Objective
Suspension Control Strategy

Jianbo Lu
Research and Advanced Engineering, Ford Motor
Company, Bldg 5, MD 5036, 20300 Rotunda Drive,
Dearborn, MI 48124
e-mail: e-mail: jlu10@ford.com

This paper studies a new FAMOS strategy for suspension con
FAMOS stands for frequency-adaptive multi-objective suspens
This strategy adjusts the control law based on certain freque
information and achieves a balanced ride and handling perf
mance. It contains a road profile identifier, several multi-object
control laws which optimize a mixed H2 /H` performance index
based on different performance preferences, and an adaptive
based on the frequency contents estimated from the identified
profile. The strategy is applied to a quarter car suspension con
and the simulation results show that the achieved performanc
better than many existing results.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1789979#

1 Introduction
The current advance in microprocessors boosts application

electronically controlled systems in automotive vehicles. Su
electronically controlled systems include vehicle dynamics c
trol, anti-lock brake system, electronic throttle control, steer
wire, brake by wire, all wheel-drive, power-train control, co
trolled suspension, etc. In this paper we focus on contro
suspensions.

Controlled suspensions for transportation systems have b
studied for decades in both industry and the scientific commun
Researchers have been using controlled suspensions as one
most popular examples to test newly developed control strateg
The majority of the studies are usually based on a simple qua
car model~see Refs.@4,6,7,9,11,13,14#!, although more complex
models have been studied~see Ref.@8# for references!. While
quarter car model is not particularly realistic, it continues prov
ing a convenient framework for investigating new approach
This paper focuses on a quarter car model, however the strate
applicable to a full car model. For example, the multi-object
control strategy used here for a quarter model has been pr
suitable for full car suspension control@10#. The common objec-
tives of suspensions include: transmitting to passengers as s
road profile as possible~ride comfort or body performance! and
keeping the wheels following the road surface~handling perfor-
mance or wheel performance!. Although the objectives are wel
known, many studies in controlled suspensions are biased tow
the body performance. It has been found that a body-performa
oriented controlled suspension would not help much for achiev
wheel performance, and the wheel-performance-oriented
trolled suspension will surely worsen the body performan
Therefore a conflicting performance requirement exists. Si
multi-objective optimal control approaches are good at achiev
trade-off between conflicting requirements, it is natural to ap
them to controlled suspensions. It is the intention of this pape
use the so-calledmixed H2 /H` control to achieve a balanced rid
and handling performance.

While the aforementioned mixedH2 /H` control delivers a
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trade-off performance for ride and handling, its achievable per
mance is limited due to performance limitations@13#. If the con-
dition of ‘‘a single linear controller’’ is broken, the achieved pe
formance can be further improved. This paper proposed
preliminary result using frequency-adaptive control strategy. T
strategy first estimates the road profile, then based on the
quency contents of the estimated road profile, the suspension
troller is adjusted toward different multi-objective controller
Such a control strategy is called afrequency-adaptive multi-
objective suspension, short to FAMOS. Notice that in Ref.@4#, a
road-adaptive linear parameter varying control scheme is in
duced and the road information is switched to three different l
els based solely on the magnitude of the suspension height. In
current paper we prove that the road profile is related to the
pension height in a rather complicated dynamic fashion. Since
approach in Ref.@4# is not intended for adaptation based on ro
frequency contents, the achieved body performance in high
quency is even worse than the passive suspension~see Fig. 5 in
@4#!. The approach studied here can avoid such limitations~for
example, achieving low frequency performance at the expens
high frequency performance!.

The paper is organized as the follows. Section II contain
discussion above the vehicle state and road profile estimation
ing a suspension height sensor. The suspension control pe
mance requirements are discussed in Sec. III. Section IV is
voted to FAMOS~frequency-adaptive multi-objective suspensio!
strategy. This strategy is further illustrated in a numerical exam
in Sec. V. Section VI offers our conclusions.

2 Vehicle and Road State Sensing
Many control schemes use vehicle states for feedbacks. H

ever, not all of the vehicle states are available. It is of great in
est to use limited sensor signals for predicting and estimating
unavailable vehicle and road states. The vehicle states include
body heave, roll and pitch angles, and the tire deflections.
road states contain road profiles which characterize the ver
variations of the road surface at tire contact patches, the r
surface friction and the road bank and inclination. A quarter
model is studied in this paper, therefore the involved states are
body heave, the tire deflection and the road profile. Notice that
results presented here can be extended to a full-car model. In
paper a suspension height sensor is used.

Let us consider the quarter car model shown in Fig. 1, wherezb
is the heave,zw the wheel displacement,w the road profile,zsh the
suspension height,ztd the tire deflection andf the controlled sus-
pension force. The termsmb andmw are the sprung and un-sprun
masses,ks andcs are the passive suspension stiffness and da
ing, andkt is the tire vertical stiffness.

Suspension Actuation Force Realization. The controlled
suspension force generated from the suspension actuator is d
ent from the demand force computed from the control algorit
due to actuator dynamics. That is, there is a dynamic mapp
m(•;•) such that f 5m(t;zsh,żsh,v), where v is an electronic
signal ~for example, a voltage or a current! which serves as the
suspension actuator command. If the demand force calcul
from the suspension control law isu, the corresponding actuato
commandv might be readily solved asv5m21(t;u,zsh,żsh),
wherem21(•;•) is the inverse dynamic mapping ofm(•;•). If
the inverse mapping is not available, a local controller~usually a
nonlinear one! can be designed such that the true actuator fo
follows the demand one.

Since the focus of the FAMOS strategy presented here is no
the actuation, we will assume there exist an actuation techno
and strategy capable of producing the demand force. It is kno
in the literature that significant challenges exist in the genera
of arbitrary forces for certain types of actuation system@2# and
experimental results along this line are scarce. However, im

02;
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mentation results such as Ref.@1# have shown that it may indee
be possible thereby validating a focus on an outer loop force g
eration strategy such as FAMOS. New technologies such as
performance valve, magneto-rheological damper, etc., have
shown promises in alleviating the actuation limitations found
traditional hydraulically actuated suspensions.

Road Profile Estimator. The road adaptive control strateg
needs first to know the frequency contents in the road profile
the sequential discussion, the following constants are used:

v15A ks

mb
, z15

cs

2Aksmb

, v25A kt

mb1mw
, v35A kt

mw
,

where v1 is called the body frequency andv3 is close to the
wheel hop frequency.

The accelerationẅ of the road profile can be uniquely dete
mined from the suspension heightzsh and suspension control forc
f. That is, there exist two transfer functionsT1 andT2 such that

ẅ5T1~s!zsh1T2~s! f , (1)

whereT1(s) andT2(s) can be found as in the following:

T1~s!52F s4

v3
2

12z1v1

s3

v2
2

1S v1
2

v2
2

11D s212z1v1s1v1
2G ,

T2~s!5
1

mb
S 11

s2

v3
2D .

In order to obtain the road profile from Eq.~1!, a double inte-
gration is involved. Since pure integration is not practically use
due to potential sensor drifts and numerical errors, the follow
high-pass filtered integration is used in this paper:

s2

~s212z0v0s1v0
2!2

, (2)

where the cutoff frequencyv0!v1 and z0 is the damping coef-
ficient. Applying Eq.~2! to Eq. ~1!, the estimationŵ of the road
profile can be computed as

ŵ5T̂1~s!zsh1T̂2~s! f , (3)

whereT̂1(s) and T̂2(s) are the following transfer functions:

Fig. 1 A quarter car vehicle model
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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T̂1~s!52

s4

v3
2

12z1v1

s3

v2
2

1S v1
2

v2
2

11D s212z1v1s1v1
2

~s212z0v0s1v0
2!2

,

T̂2~s!5

S 11
s2

v3
2D

mb~s212z0v0s1v0
2!2

.

The road profile velocity can be obtained by differentiatingŵ
together with a low-pass filter. Figure 2 shows a comparison
tween the actual and the estimated road profile velocity.

Vehicle State Estimator. The tire deflectionztd can be
calculated through the following relationship without using a
integration:

ẑtd5
1

v3
2

z̈sh12
z1v1

v2
2

żsh1
v1

2

v2
2

zsh2
f

mbv2
2

. (4)

Based on the suspension height sensor and the estimated
ables, the vehicle heave can be estimated as

ẑb5zsh1 ẑtd1ŵ.

The heave and tire deflection velocities can be calcula
through differentiating the corresponding estimates.

In conclusion, all the involved states~including the vehicle
body states, the wheel states and the road states! in a quarter car
model can be solely estimated from the suspension height se
and the controlled suspension force.

3 Controlled Suspension Performances
Although all control strategies can be applied to suspens

controls, one needs to be cautious about what can be achieved
what should be achieved before a method is chosen. The pe
mance limitations and performance measure are among the
things to be considered. Although many papers have dealt w
several different control strategies, far few have examined ach
able performance in the form to be explained below. Refere
@14# showed that there is an invariant point in the frequency
sponse for body acceleration and emphasizing road handling
formance will cause deterioration in ride performance. This si
ply implies that H` control strategy might not be proper fo

Fig. 2 Comparison between the actual „thin line … and esti-
mated „thick line … road profile velocity ẇ̂
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 701
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achieving ride performance. This has been clearly shown in R
@3# where anH` control does not perform well in compariso
with an linear quadratic Gaussian control. From a frequency
sponse point of view, Ref.@13# shows that the involved frequenc
response cannot be arbitrarily shaped. For body acceleration
ducing magnitude in low frequencies is at the expense of incr
ing magnitude in high frequencies. Generally speaking, the b
performance and the wheel performance are conflicting ob
tives. In the following two subsections, the body and wheel p
formances will be discussed in detail.

Body Regulation Performance. Ride comfort requires tha
the car body achieves small acceleration levels. Ideally we wan
achieve zero body accelerations or perfect isolation of the b
from the road profiles. Realistically, we want to minimize t
magnitude of the heave, pitch and roll accelerations of the
body with respect to typical road profiles. This should be cal
body regulation performance~BRP!.

On the other hand, what really affects a human body’s com
is the vibration frequencies felt by a passenger riding in the
hicle. The human body is proven to be very sensitive to the vib
tions of frequencies around 1 Hz. This frequency region is ca
the body frequency region. Hence one of the major tasks in su
pension control is to isolate the body from around 1 Hz ro
profiles.

Certain body parts like eyeballs, stomach, etc., have nat
frequencies within 4–8 Hz, which is called themiddle frequency
region. Their vibrations will be excited if the road profiles hav
frequencies within this region. Therefore the controlled susp
sion also needs to attenuate body vibrations within the mid
frequency region.

The next frequency region of interest is the so-calledharshness
frequency regionwhere high frequency vibrations are induce
The high frequency vibrations could cause noise and uneasy
ing of the passengers. Hence the controlled suspension must
keep the body isolated as much as possible from the harsh
frequencies.

In summary, the body accelerations should be attenuated fo
frequency regions in order to achieve a desired BRP. Attenua
vehicle body vibrations within certain specific frequency regio
but failing to do so in other frequency regions is not considered
a desired performance in this paper.

Let r denote the road profile, which could be any of three typ
of

r 5w, r 5@w ẇ#T, r 5@w ẇ ẅ#T.

DenoteTrb(P,C) as the transfer function from the road inputr to
the body accelerationz̈b and Trb(P,C; j v) as its frequency re-
sponse at frequencyv. Mathematically the above discussion ca
be summarized as the following problem.

Problem 1 „BRP Control…. Find a controller C such that for
any frequencyvP@0,̀ !, the magnitude of Trb(P,C; j v) is kept as
small as possible and is less than the magnitude of Trb(P,0;j v)
~for passive suspension). That is, find a controller C such t
;vP@0,̀ !

uTrb~P,C; j v!u is minimized (5)

and uTrb(P,C; j v)u<uTrb(P,0;j v)u.
Notice that the optimization in Problem 1 is somewhat simi

to the so-called model predictive control where the control para
eters are optimized at each time instant. Since the freque
adaptive BRP control parameters are optimized at each freque
we might call it Frequency Domain Model Predictive Contro.
There are no appropriate approaches for solving this problem
this moment and further study is needed. In order to form a s
able problem closely related to the performance requirem
variations from Problem 1 will be studied instead.

Wheel Following Performance. The road holding capability
of wheels implies that the wheels follow the road profiles we
702 Õ Vol. 126, SEPTEMBER 2004
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That is, the wheel vertical accelerations should not be kept at z
if the road profiles have nonzero accelerations. Such a wheel
formance implies that the wheel normal forces are kept as c
stant as possible, or say the tire deflections are kept as consta
possible. This desired wheel behavior is called wheel follow
performance~WFP!.

Since the road profile is usually white noise process, its sp
trum is flat regardless of the frequency. Hence WFP implies t
the tire deflection frequency response needs to be kept as con
as possible. That is, WFP can also be characterized through
frequency responses of the involved transfer functions.

DenoteTrw(P,C) as the transfer function from the road inputr
to the tire deflectionztd and Trw(P,C; j v) as its frequency re-
sponse at frequencyv. Mathematically WFP can be summarize
as the following problem.

Problem 2 „WFP Control …. Find a controller C such that the
magnitude of Trw(P,C; j v) is as constant as possible forv in the
interested frequency regionVw , and its peak magnitude at th
frequency regionVw must be less than that of the same trans
function for passive suspension. That is, find a controller C s
that for ;e.0 there exists a constantb.0 such that

sup
vPVw

uTrw~P,C; j v!2bu<e (6)

and at the same time the following is true:

sup
vPVw

uTrw~P,C; j v!u< sup
vPVw

uTrw~P,0;j v!u, (7)

whereVw denotes the wheel frequency region around the wh
hop frequency.

Notice that the above problem is similar to the frequency d
main model predictive control setting discussed in the last sub
tion. Due to the fact that there is no method available at t
moment to solve it, a variation from this problem but appro
mately reflecting the original performance requirement will be
focus of this paper.

4 FAMOS Strategy
The suspension control law is required to achieve good B

and WFP simultaneously. Hence the individual problems d
cussed in the last section need to be combined together.

Problem 3 „BRPÕWFP Control …. Find a controller C such that
;vP@0,̀ !

uTrb~P,C; j v!u is minimized (8)

and at the same time the following are satisfied:

uTrb~P,C; j v!u<uTrb~P,0;j v!u

sup
vPVw

uTrw~P,C; j v!2bu<e

sup
vPVw

uTrw~P,C; j v!u<sup
v

uTrw~P,0;j v!u.

Problem 3 is also a constrained frequency domain optimiza
and its solution is frequency dependent in nature. One advan
of using such a frequency-dependent controller is that the per
mance limitation shown in Ref.@13# can be alleviated or removed
The actual implementation of this frequency-dependent contro
might involve ~i! building a fairly accurate frequency domai
model; ~ii ! solving a highly nonlinear algebraic equation at ea
frequency in real time;~iii ! estimating the road profile;~iv! gen-
erating the road profile frequency contents from the road pro
Since the road profile can be estimated from sensor signals~as
shown in Section II!, ~iii ! can be eliminated. However~i!, ~ii ! and
~iv! are directly related to the success of this strategy.

Although ~i! and ~ii ! need to be further pursued, this pap
proposes a preliminary result which adjusts the final control
several different fixed control laws based on limited numbers
frequency regions. Those fixed control laws achieve certain B
Transactions of the ASME
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and WFP based on performance preferences. One of those
controllers is the best balanced controller for achieving BRP
WFP trade-off. In cases where the road profile contains mult
frequencies within multiple frequency regions, this best balan
multi-objective control law becomes the last defense for veh
performance.

Therefore, one of the building blocks for FAMOS is to fin
multi-objective controllers based on trade-off between BRP
WFP. The following single control problem is of interest, which
a conservative variation of Problem 3.

Problem 4 „Multi-objective H2 ÕH` BRPÕWFP Control …. For
a giveng,1, find the suspension control law C to solve the f
lowing optimization:

min$iTrb~P,C!Trb
21~P,0!i2 :iTrw~P,C!i`<g sup

v

uTrw~P,0;j v!u%.

(9)

Notice that Eq.~9! is still open. However there is a computab
approximation to it, which is called a mixedH2 /H` control prob-
lem ~see Ref.@12# and reference therein.!

A Mixed H 2 ÕH ` Multi-Objective Control. Consider the
following state space description of a quarter carP

ẋ5Ax1B1r 1B2u,

y5 żsh5Cyx1Dy1r 1Dy2u,
(10)

z`5ztd5C`x1D`1r 1D`2u,

z25C2x1D22u,

whereu denotes the demand suspension control force,y the sus-
pension height derivative~measurement!.

We want to find a control algorithmC of the following form:

ẋc5Acxc1Bcy, u5Ccxc (11)

to limit the peak frequency response~measured by the so-calle
H` norm! of the transfer function for outputz` and to minimize
the H2 norm of the transfer function for outputz2 ( żb or z̈b).

Using the controllerC, the closed loop system transfer functio
from r to z2 is denoted asT2(P,C) and fromr to z` is denoted as
T`(P,C). Instead of finding aC to solve a problem similar to
problem 4, an upper bound approach is considered. Using
method in Ref. @5#, the corresponding upper bounds f
iT2(P,C)i2 and iT`(G,C)i` are denoted asiT2(P,C)i2 ,
iT`(P,C)i` . The recently well-studied mixedH2 /H` control
theory finds controllers such that those upper bounds are o
mized or constrained.

Problem 5 „Mixed H2ÕH` BRPÕWFP Control …. For a given
quarter car state space description P, find the suspension con
law to solve the following optimization for a given performan
level g,1:

J5min
C

$iT2~P,C!i2 :iT`~P,C!i`<giT`~P,0!i`%. (12)

By using the linear matrix inequality solver~for example, the
linear matrix inequality control toolbox in Matlab!, the solution
for Eq. ~12! can be easily found@5#. It is a convex optimization
problem and the controller is globally optimal. Notice thatg
shapes the performance of the final closed loop system in a s
that smallg tries to achieve WFP, while largeg tries to achieve
BRP. A properly choseng could achieve a balanced BRP an
WFP.

B FAMOS Control Law. As in the last subsection, sever
multi-objective controllers can be found based on different per
mance preferences. The achieved performances need furthe
provement due to performance limitations. As shown in Ref.@13#
a good BRP in the low frequency region is at the expense
deteriorating BRP in the high frequency region if a single line
control is used. Similar limitations exist for WFP. The perfo
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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mance limitation can be alleviated or eliminated if the control
not limited to a single linear one. The road frequency-adapt
controller studied here switches among a set of controls base
the frequency contents in the road profile.

The success of the above switching depends on whether
frequency contents of a signal can be identified. The following
a summary of a frequency identification method using the fi
order zero-crossing algorithm:

tzck11
5tzck

1DT

if ~ykyk11,0 or yk1150!

$
if ( uyk112yku.e)

$

dtzck11
52DT

yk

~yk112yk!
;

%

else

$

dtzck1152
1

2
DT;

%

vk115
1

~tzck11
1dtzck11

!
,

tzck11
5DT2dtzck11

,

%

whereDT is the sampling time for FAMOS,vk11 is the current
frequency of the signal,yk could be any of the filtered estimate
road profile derivative passing through appropriate bandpass
ters. In order to achieve robust results, an averaging process b
on the above algorithm is used.

Let us define the following frequency regions:

Vb5body frequency region, less than 4 Hz,

Vm5middle frequency region, 4 – 8 Hz,

Vw5wheel frequency region, 8 – 12 Hz,

Vh5harshness frequency region, above 12 Hz.

Frequency-adaptive Multi-objective Suspension„FAMOS…

Strategy. Let Ci solve multi-objective control Problem 5 an
achieve desired performance at the frequency regionV i for i
5b, m, w, h. Let Cbw be the balanced controller to achieve th
best trade-off between BRP and WFP. IfV rfc is the estimated road
frequency contents calculated from the estimated road profile
locity ẇ̂, then a FAMOS controller CFAMOSPCV (the set of con-
trollers whose parameters are frequency dependent) is define
the following:

CFAMOS5sb~V rfcùVb!Cb1sm~V rfcùVm!Cm1sw~V rfcùVw!Cw

1sh~V rfcùVh!Ch

if V rfc is a subset of any of the four regionsVb , Vm , Vw and
Vh . If in caseV rfc contains frequencies falling within multiple
regions ofVb , Vm , Vw and Vh , then

CFAMOS5Cbw,

where si(•) for i 5b, m, w, h is a frequency-dependent scaling.
One set of the frequency-dependent scalings is shown in Fig

This is a fuzzy-logic-like scheme. Other choices of the frequen
dependent scalings are possible. In this paper we focus on
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 703
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Fig. 3 The frequency-dependent scalings for FAMOS
704 Õ Vol. 126, SEPTEMBER 2004
fuzzy-logic-like scheme. The sum is equal to the correspond
individual controller if the frequency contents of the road profi
are not within the region where two neighbor scales are nonz
If the road frequency contents falls within such regions wh
both the neighbor scales are nonzero, the sum of those sca
equal to one. Hence the theoretic background for the above s
ming scheme is the same as the one used in fuzzy-logic cont

5 Numerical Examples
Now let us use an example to illustrate FAMOS strate

The quarter car vehicle has the parameters:mb5396 (kg),
mw561 (kg), ks534,500 (N/m), cs5300 (Ns/m),
kt5220,000 (N/m). The following system matrices for the sta
space description of the quarter car model are used for contr
design:

A53
0 0 1 0

0 0 1 21

2
ks

mb
0 0 2

cs

mb

2S ks

mb
1

ks

mw
D kt

mw
0 2S cs

mb
1

cs

mw
D 4 ,
Fig. 4 Frequency responses. Dotted line: passive; solid line: controlled. Top-left 2 for BRP control; top-right 2 for WFP
control; bottom-left 2 for balanced control; bottom-right 2 for FAMOS control.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 Top: the magnitude-varied chirp signal with frequency from 0 to 12.5 Hz. Bottom: the
corresponding time responses of the suspension control force using FAMOS.
mic Systems, Measurement, and Control SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 705
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Fig. 6 Time responses with respect to magnitude-varied chirp road profile. Dotted line: pas-
sive. Solid line: FAMOS.
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B15F 0
21
0
0
G , B25F 0

0

2
1

mb

2
1

mw
2

1

mb

G
Cy5@1 0 0 0#, Dy150, Dy250

C25F2
ks

mb
0 0 2

cs

mb
G , D2150, D2252

1

mb

C`5@0 0 1 21#, D`1521, D`250.

Three controllers are obtained based on three differentgs. For
largeg but less than 1, the controller tries to reduce theH2 norm
for the body heave acceleration. We should call this the BR
dominated controller. This controller must guarantee that the b
heave acceleration is reduced to below the passive suspens
level within frequency regionsVb and Vm . Several trials have
been conducted through varyingg and finally a BRP-dominated
controller is found corresponding tog50.67. We denote this con
troller asCb. The top-left two figures in Fig. 4 show the frequen
responses of the heave acceleration and the tire deflection
respect to the road profile velocity. Several interested features
be seen from these responses. First, the controller reduce
heave frequency response magnitude to below the passive su
sion case~in dotted line! for both Vb andVm frequency regions.
At part of the wheel frequency region~up to 9.5 Hz!, the body
performance is worse than the passive suspension case. The
trolled suspension continues improving body performance o
passive suspension from 9.5 to 11.5 Hz. Then the body pe
mance gets worse again in the harshness frequency regionVh .
Due to worse BRP in frequency regionsVw andVh , the designed
controller did not really achieve the desired BRP. However, i
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probably close to the best that a single linear controller c
achieve due to performance limitation. For the wheel perf
mance, the peak value of the tire deflection frequency respon
reduced in wheel frequency regionVw . Notice that the peak fre-
quency response is shifted a little bit toward lower frequency d
to the active control. The achievedH` norm for the tire deflection
is

iT`~P,Cb!i`50.5701iT`~P,0!i` .

For smallg, the corresponding controller emphasizes more
reducing theH` norm for the tire deflection. We should call thi
WFP-dominated controller. This controller must guarantee that
tire deflection peak frequency response is significantly reduce
wheel frequency regionVw . By varying g, we find one of such
controllers corresponding tog50.24, denoted asCw. The top-
right two figures in Fig. 4 show the frequency responses for
body heave acceleration and the tire deflection with respect to
road profile velocity. This controller achieves good WFP in t
sense that the tire deflection frequency response is almost fl
wheel frequency regionVw with significant peak reduction ove
passive suspension. However, the body acceleration frequenc
sponse gets worse than the passive suspension in the middle
quency regionVm , part of the wheel frequency regionVw and
the whole harshness frequency regionVh . It is not hard to con-
clude that good wheel performance is achieved at the expens
body performance. This result is consistent with the nature of
WFP-dominated controller. The achievedH` norm is

iT`~P,Cw!i`50.2155iT`~P,0!i` .

For ag in between 0.24 and 0.67, the corresponding suspen
controller delivers a closed loop system with frequency respo
in between those of BRP and WFP. One such controller co
sponding tog50.38 is denoted asCbw. The bottom-left two fig-
ures of Fig. 4 show the frequency responses usingCbw. For this
Transactions of the ASME
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controller BRP is achieved up to 6.5 Hz, and the high freque
magnitudes in body heave acceleration are higher than the B
dominated controller but less than the WFP-dominated contro
The wheel performance shows similar trends. The achievedH`
norm is

iT`~P,Cbw!i`50.3278iT`~P,0!i` .

A FAMOS strategy switches the final controller amongCb, Cw

andCbw, which is implemented in Simulink. Since the controll
Cb achieves BRP inVb and Vm , FAMOS chooses the BRP
dominated controller up to 8 Hz~see the bottom-right two figure
of Fig. 4!. After 8 Hz, this controller is gradually faded out t
zero. If in this case there is no other controller switched in,
frequency response will approach the passive suspension
However, for achieving WFP, the WFP-dominated control
gradually scheduled in after 8 Hz. That is, inVw , the tire deflec-
tion frequency response peak is reduced. After the frequency i
tifier shows road frequency contents above 12 Hz, the suspen
controller is gradually switched to zero. The time responses of
body heave acceleration and tire deflection with respect t
magnitude-varied chirp signal road profile with frequency up
around 12.5 Hz~see the top figure of Fig. 4! is shown in Fig. 6.
The actuator force is shown in the bottom figure of Fig. 5. T
body heave acceleration response in all the frequency region
reduced and the peak value of the tire deflection in wheel
quency region is also reduced significantly. This FAMOS strate
achieves the desired control performance.

6 Conclusion
This paper investigates a marriage between a freque

adaptive approach and a multi-objective control approach. On
the important enablers for such an approach is that the road pr
~or road disturbance! can be identified in real time from the sens
signals. This FAMOS strategy first finds several multi-object
controllers based on different performance preferences, and
switches among those multi-objective controllers based on
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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identified frequency contents of the detected road profile veloc
The simulation results show improved suspension performanc
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